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Spatial planar projection techniques propagate field measurements from a single plane in front of a
transmitter to arbitrary new planes closer to or further away from the source. A linear wave vector
frequency-domain projection algorithm is applied to the acoustic fields measured from several
focused transducer arrays designed for ultrasound therapy. A polyvinylidene difluoride hydrophone
is first scanned in a water tank over a plane using a three-dimensional positioning system to measure
the complex pressure field as a function of position. The field is then projected to a series of new
planes using the algorithm. Results of the projected fields are compared with direct measurements
taken at corresponding distances. Excellent correlation is found between the projected and measured
data. The method is shown to be accurate for use with phase-controlled field patterns, providing a
rapid and accurate method for obtaining field information over a large spatial volume. This method
can significantly simplify the characterization procedure required for phased-array application used
for therapy. Most significantly, the wavefront propagated back to a phased array can be used to
predict the field produced by different phase and amplitude settings of the array elements. A field
back-projected to the source could be used as an improved source function in acoustic modeling.
© 2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!01207-8#
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INTRODUCTION

Measurement of a radiating field across an apprecia
spatial volume can require an exhaustive amount of phys
measurement. However, knowledge of the field over th
volumes may be necessary when the source involves com
cated amplitude and phase shading, since the field resu
from the response of a physical transducer can be difficu
predict. Spatial planar propagation methods1 greatly reduce
the data required for global reconstruction of a linear fie
These methods allow the acoustic pressure in a single p
in front of a source to be rapidly propagated to arbitrary n
planes. This ability is particularly appealing for the case
therapeutic ultrasound arrays,2–4 which use areas of high
pressure to necrose cells through elevated temperature5 or
cavitation.6 A full knowledge of the spatial field obtaine
from projected data could provide an accurate mapping
focal region as well as identify unexpected intense sidelo
and other regions of high acoustic intensity away from
area of ultrasound treatment. Additionally, a pressure fi
projected to a plane near the transducer surface could
vide information for precise field modeling.7–9 Phased arrays
consisting of a large number of elements could use the
jected information to adjust the amplitude and phase of in
vidual driving signals and improve radiated signals.

A variety of harmonic and transient planar propagat
algorithms has been described. These algorithms gene
relate the fields of two planes in terms of a transfer funct
in either the wave vector-frequency10 domain or the wave
vector-time domain.11 Experimental harmonic12,13 and
transient10 fields for a number of transducer geometries ha
been propagated using these approaches. The present
examines the use of forward and backward projection for
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characterization and analysis of the fields produced by th
peutic phased arrays. We utilize the 2D angular spectr
method1 for projecting harmonic waves. The algorithm
valid in a boundless, lossless region. Basic theory is outli
in Sec. I for the case of a linear, freely propagating field.
this limit, the field may be propagated to any plane that d
not intersect with the source. Spherically concave transd
ers considered here may be propagated backward to
plane tangent to the edge of the transducer.

To evaluate the method for the case of phased arr
phase-controlled field patterns described in Sec. II are p
duced by three transducer arrays with varying geometric c
figurations. Each of these transducers and their corresp
ing field patterns are designed for use in a variety
therapeutic applications. A single planar scan is perform
using a stepping motor-controlled positioning system to s
a polyvinylidene difluoride~PVDF! hydrophone over an ar
bitrary plane situated normal to the acoustic axis of propa
tion. The fast Fourier transform~FFT!-based algorithm then
propagates the field to a series of new planes, both in
acoustic near field and far field. In Sec. III, the projectio
are compared with experimental measurements of the pla
corresponding to the experimental distances. Results indi
that the projected fields correlate closely with directly me
sured fields.

I. THEORY

The projection algorithm assumes that the acoustic fi
satisfies the linearized acoustic wave equation. While the
peutic arrays generally operate at high powers, the lin
approximation is found to be appropriate for evaluati
transducers.14 For a time-harmonic field, the temporal depe
4418(1)/441/6/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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dence can be separated so that the pressure is express
P(r ,t)5 P̃(r )eivt, and the wave equation becomes

S ¹21
v2

c2 D P̃~r !50, ~1!

wherec is the speed of sound andv is the angular frequency
A Helmholtz equation in Cartesian coordinates is obtain
through the substitution of the 2D Fourier integral

P̃~x,y,z!5
1

2p E E p̃~k,k,z!eivteikxxeikyy dkx dky ~2!

into Eq. ~1! yielding

] p̃~kx ,ky ,z!

]z
1S v2

c2 2kx
22ky

2D p̃~kx ,ky ,z!50. ~3!

To propagate the field in a plane at a distancez0 in front of
a source to a new planez, the advanced solution of Eq.~3! is
used

p̃~kx ,ky ,z!5 p̃~kx ,ky ,z0!ei ~z2z0!A~v2/c2!2kx
2
2kz

2
. ~4!

In wave vector space, the field recorded in a planez0 is thus
related to the field at any other planez by a simple transfer
function given in the right-hand side of Eq.~4!. The pressure
field in space atz may be obtained by taking the invers
Fourier transform of Eq.~4!.

Backward projection to the source could serve as
source function for more realistic acoustic modeling. T
source function can also be numerically adjusted to pre
the field for additional field patterns.15 This process is dem
onstrated in a simple example where a field is backw
projected toward the source and numerically modified wit
synthetic phase pattern. The adjusted field is then proje
away from the source. This projected field is found to clos
correlate with hydrophone measurements when the tr
ducer is driven with the new phase pattern.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Apparatus

All experiments were performed in a water tank, d
picted in Fig. 1. The inner walls of the tank were cover
with rubber to prevent reflection and standing wave interf
ence. A transducer~T! was rigidly mounted with its axes o
propagation parallel with the long axis of the tank. A Pre
sion Acoustics 0.5-mm PVDF hydrophone~H! was attached
to a Parker 3D stepping motor-guided positioning syst
and scanned over the plane perpendicular to the aco
axis. The hydrophone signal was amplified by a Precis
Acoustics submersible preamplifier~PA! and recorded by a
Tektronix TDS 380 oscilloscope~O!. The hydrophone posi
tion and data acquisition were both computer controlled~C!.

Three transducers, described in detail below, were u
for the experiments. Each of the arrays consisted of fu
isolated air-backed PZT elements. Each array in the st
was powered by a phased-array driving system~DS! manu-
factured in-house, and equipped with power and phase f
back for increased control.16 Individual channels of the ar
rays were equipped with impedance matching circuit
442 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 1, July 2000 G. T. Cle
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matching the channel to electrical resonance at 50V, to as-
sure maximum power output to the transducer. To accom
date the hydrophone in the focal region, all experiments w
performed at low power, with total electrical inputs not e
ceeding 1 W.

In each experiment the hydrophone was scanned ov
plane 10310 mm2 at steps of 0.4 mm and resulting in
sampling resolution of 2.5 pts/mm2. While the hydrophone is
not omnidirectional, the directivity of the hydrophone
nearly constant over the measured planes. A sensitivity d
of no less than20.7 dB is expected for the frequencies a
angles encountered in the planar measurements. For
sampled position, the time trace recorded by the oscillosc
was downloaded to a PC and Fourier transformed to ob
the amplitude and phase at the driving frequency of
transducer. Fields were measured in the planes at the
metric focus and 10 mm in front and behind the focus so t
they could be compared with projected data. Additionally
line scan was performed along the axis of propagation us
the Parker positioning system. Data from the focal pla
were then entered into the projection algorithm based on
relation described in Eq.~4! and propagated. The algorithm
typically took less than 5 s tocomplete the projection using
a 250-MHz Pentium processor with 128 MB of RAM.

A quantitative comparison of the measured and p
jected planes is performed using a rms measurement ca
lated for the difference in the amplitudes

R5F( i , j
M ,N~Pi j 2Pi j8 !2

( i , j
M ,N~Pi j !

2 G1/2

, ~5!

wherePi j is a measured amplitude point over anM3N ma-
trix and Pi j8 is an element of the projection.

B. Transducers

The first transducer considered is a 1.5-MHz 14-elem
concentric ring array17 with both a diameter and radius o
curvature of 100 mm, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. The rings are all
equal in width as measured perpendicular to the radial a
The ultrasound focus is steered away from the geome

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for driving phased arrays and measuring
acoustic signal.
442ment and K. Hynynen: Field characterization of phased arrays
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point of convergence by setting the contribution of ind
vidual elements in phase at the desired focal point. The tra
ducer was operated with the focus shifted from 100 to
mm. Power to the elements was adjusted according to
ring surface area so that the intensity is uniform across
transducer.

The second array is an eight-element sector vor
array,18 1.1-MHz array with diameter of 100 mm and a
80-mm radius of curvature, depicted in Fig. 2~b!. A sector
vortex array consists ofN symmetrical elements such thatN
is an even power of 2. The array can be driven to prod
N/2 different acoustic field patterns by phase shifting. T
phases for the elements of a sector vortex array are ca
lated as follows:

un5m•nS 2p

N D , ~6!

where un is the phase of elementn50,1,...,N21, and m
<N/2 is the mode of phase revolution. For the experim
the array was powered in modes zero and four.

The third array is an 11-element 0.67-MHz transdu
with a diameter of 100 mm and a radius of curvature equa
80 mm. The geometric configuration of the elements
shown in Fig. 2~c!. Each of the elements in this array

FIG. 3. ~a! Radial measurements of the sector vortex array in mode 0,
~b! their corresponding projections. Image intensity is linearly scaled w
the acoustic pressure amplitude. Fields are measured at distances of~a 1! 70
mm, ~a 2! 80 mm, and~a 3! 90 mm form the source. Projection fromz
580 mm to distances of~b 1! 70 mm,~b 2! 80 mm, and~b 3! 90 mm.

FIG. 2. Overhead view of focused phased arrays used in the study~a!
14-element concentric ring array.~b! Eight-element sector vortex array.~c!
A ten-sided center element with adjacent outer elements.
443 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 1, July 2000 G. T. Cle
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driven in phase; however, the resulting field pattern p
sented differ from that of a uniform transducer due to unev
displacement across the elements.

III. RESULTS

The sector vortex transducer in mode 0 was scan
over planes at distances of 65, 80, and 90 mm from
transducer face as shown in Fig. 3~a!. Data along the plane a
80 mm@Fig. 3~a 2!# was entered into the projection algorith
and propagated to distances corresponding to the three
sured planes, as displayed in Fig. 3~b!. The 80-mm data in
Fig. 3~b 1! simply represent a projected distance of 0 mm a
serve to check the algorithm. Next, a line along the axis
propagation was measured between 30 and 130 mm from
transducer. The 80-mm planar data set was then proje
over this line. The measured and projected data are displa

d
h

FIG. 4. The measured~solid! and projected~dotted! signals along the axis of
propagation due to the sector vortex array driven in mode 0. Projections
from the plane atz580 mm.

FIG. 5. ~a! Radial measurements of the sector vortex array in mode 4,
~b! their corresponding projections. Image intensity is linearly scaled w
the acoustic pressure amplitude. Fields are measured at distances of~a 1! 70
mm, ~a 2! 80 mm, and~a 3! 90 mm from the source. Projection fromz
580 mm to distances of~b 1! 70 mm,~b 2! 80 mm, and~b 3! 90 mm.
443ment and K. Hynynen: Field characterization of phased arrays
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in Fig. 4. The mean deviation across the line is 3% of
signal peak, with a maximum deviation of 20% occurring
the region close to the transducer.

The rms comparison given in Eq.~5! yielded values of
5.0% at 65 mm, 0.3% at 80 mm, and 0.6% at 90 mm. Ne
the sector vortex transducer was operated in mode 4
measurements were made in planes similar to those sca
in mode 0. Experimental results displayed in Fig. 5~a! may
be compared with the projections shown in Fig. 5~b!. The
mode 4 projection produced rms difference values of 2.4%
65 mm, 0.4% at 80 mm, and 2.2% at 90 mm.

Planar scans of the concentric ring array were perform
at distances of 70, 80, and 90 mm from the transducer. P
jections were calculated with data from 90 mm. Discrep
cies of 1.0%, 1.4%, and 0.2% were calculated using Eq.~5!.
As with the concentric ring array, axial measurements w
acquired and compared with a projection using the 90-m
data. The result is shown in Fig. 6. A mean deviation 5%

FIG. 7. The measured~solid! and projected~dotted! signals along the axis of
propagation due to the 11-element array with all elements driven in ph
Projections are from the plane atz580 mm.

FIG. 6. The measured~solid! and projected~dotted! signals along the axis of
propagation due to the concentric ring array focused at 80 mm. Projec
are from the plane atz590 mm.
444 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 108, No. 1, July 2000 G. T. Cle
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the signal peak is found across the axis, with a maxim
deviation of 30%.

The 11-element array was measured at 70, 80, and
mm. The associated rms discrepancies were 0.3%, 5%,
0.6%, respectively. As with the sector vortex transducer, d
from the 80-mm plane were projected. Results of the l
scan are presented in Fig. 7, indicating a mean deviatio
4% of the maximum amplitude with a maximum deviation
18%.

To illustrate the ability of the method to project towa
the source, the acoustic field of the 11-element array
propagated close to the transducer face. In Fig. 8 the pro
tion from 80 to 20 mm indicates that field information at th
focus is sufficient to identify the radiation of the individu
elements. The amplitude plot in Fig. 8~a! of this planar scan
illustrates a lack of uniformity in amplitude across individu
elements, while the phase plot in Fig 8~b! shows the ex-
pected radial phase shifting across the array. The sector
tex transducer driven in mode 4 was projected toward
transducer face, showing amplitude variation in Fig. 9~a! and
phase variation in Fig. 9~b!. For the case of large phase
arrays, projections could be used to determine amplitude
phase corrections for each element, improving the ove
ultrasound field.

Fields projected backward to the transducer could a
provide computer models with more realistic source fun
tions. This is demonstrated in the following:~i! The sector
vortex field in mode 0 was measured near its focus@Fig.
3~a 2!#. ~ii ! The data were projected backward to the tra
ducer (z517.6 mm). ~iii ! A synthetic mode 4 planar phas

e.

ns

FIG. 8. Projection of the 11-element array’s signal from 80 mm to
transducer.~a! A linear intensity plot of the acoustic pressure amplitude, a
~b! the phase of the acoustic pressure.

FIG. 9. Projection of the sector vortex mode 4 signal from 80 mm to
transducer.~a! A linear intensity plot of the acoustic pressure amplitude, a
~b! the phase of the acoustic pressure.
444ment and K. Hynynen: Field characterization of phased arrays
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file was generated and combined with the projected data.~iv!
The new file was projected forward to 70 mm, resulting
the simulated field shown in Fig. 10~b 1!. The field may be
compared with the direct mode 4 measurement of F
10~a 1!. Similarly, the direct measurement and the cor
sponding modeled field at 80 mm are shown in Figs. 10~a 2!
and 10~b 2!.

IV. DISCUSSION

Projected fields presented in the previous section d
onstrate excellent agreement with experimental meas
ment. An example of the algorithm’s ability to reconstru
detailed lobe structure is seen in the amplitude values of
sector vortex mode 4 scan illustrated in Fig. 5~a!. Looking
along the radial direction, local maxima occurring before a
after the signal peaks are found to be successfully rec
structed. Another feature apparent from comparing the
perimental plots@Figs. 3~a! and 5~a!# with their projections
@Figs. 3~b! and 5~b!# is the capacity of the algorithm to iden
tify asymmetries in the field. The primary limitation to re
construction of small features is the bandwidth of the spa
frequency. If required, the bandwidth could be increased
using a smaller hydrophone and increasing the sampling
It is stressed that the method assumes linear propaga
through a homogeneous fluid and is limited to cases wh
this assumption holds.

A significant advantage of planar projection methods
their ability to identify asymmetries throughout the fie
from a single cross section of the field. Unexpected bias
the amplitude toward the fourth quadrant of the plane in F
3~a 1! is also predicted by the backward projection of F
3~b 1!. Likewise, a peak in the second quadrant is predic

FIG. 10. Modeled mode 4 sector vortex field using mode 0 data proje
from 80 mm to the transducer face, where a synthetic phase file is in
duced.~a 1! Contour of the measured mode 4 field at 70 mm.~a 2! Contour
of the measured mode 4 field at 80 mm.~b 1! The modeled field at 70 mm
~a 2! The modeled field at 80 mm. Contours lines are at 10% intervals of
signal amplitude.
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in the forward projection from 80 to 90 mm, Fig. 3~b 3!,
which also appears in the direct measurement, Fig. 3~a 3!.

Planar projection allows fields to be calculated in are
that are normally difficult to measure, such as the hig
intensity regions of a focused beam and at a distance clos
the source where the hydrophone directionality can aff
measurements. Although low-intensity ultrasound was u
for the present experiment, the backward projection of
concentric ring array field into the focus could be perform
for higher intensities, as long as the linear wave approxim
tion is valid. Thus, a hydrophone designed for lower press
fields could be used to predict a high-intensity focus. D
crepancy between the transducer and the hydrophone c
to the source is observed in the axial scans shown in Fig
and 7. The oscillations observed in the measured data
result from standing waves between the transducer and
hydrophone holder.

Projection of the field backward to the transducer co
serve as a source function for a wide variety of model
problems. Once propagated near the source, the orig
plane measured in a homogeneous medium can now be
as an accurate starting point in models that calculate fie
through tissue and other heterogeneous layers. Further,
a single measurement the phase and amplitude of eac
ement’s response can be numerically adjusted to predict
field for additional field designs used for beam steering
well as multiple foci patterns.15 This could be particularly
useful in the case of arrays containing a large number
elements. The numeric phase shift presented in Fig. 10 d
onstrates feasibility of numeric modification of the sour
function. In practice, large arrays may require several fi
patterns to be measured and projected to the surface in o
to correctly adjust for element coupling.

V. SUMMARY

A linear planar projection algorithm was applied towa
the projection of fields generated by focused phased array
water designed for therapeutic ultrasound. The algorit
provides a rapid and accurate method for characterizin
pressure field. Projection of a planar measurement to an
bitrary new plane takes under 5 s on a250-MHz Pentium
processor. Excellent correlation was observed between
projected data and direct measurements. The rms differe
between the two planes was 5% or less for all distan
considered. Further, the algorithm successfully identifi
peaks in the pressure amplitudes along the projected pla

Several features of the algorithm are particularly appe
ing for use with focused therapeutic arrays. Direct measu
ments of the field in front of the transducer normally subje
to interference can be projected backward from data near
focus where a much smaller area may be scanned. Field
formation near the face may be used for correction of
transducer driving signals. This information may also
used as a source function in conjunction with field model
to be used for field control in heterogeneous tissues. In
case of high-intensity ultrasound, the focus of the transdu
could be measured in a lower-intensity plane safe fo
PVDF hydrophone and then projected into the converg

d
o-

e
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region. Finally, fast projection times allow asymmetries
the field or possible transducer defects to be quickly ide
fied.
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